Shipton Spire, Women and Chalk, second ascent and first to summit; Trango Tower, Eternal
Flame, not to summit; Trango II, second known ascent; Little Shipton, first ascent. In mid-July a
five-man expedition from the Austrian Tyrol, comprising Matthias Auer, Karl Dung, Ambros
Sailer, and us, spent 40 days on the Trango glacier. We established two possible new routes and
repeated a string of existing routes, notably the second ascent of Women and Chalk on Shipton
Spire (5,885m).

Difficulties ease considerably in the upper section,
and Bole term inated his route on the crest. From here
eight pitches of predominantly mixed climbing via Ship of
Fools lead to the summit.
Although we were the first to climb the route to the
summit, we congratulate “Bubu” Bole for his performance.
Climbing such an uncom prom ising line from the ground
up in 13 days com m ands respect, especially since he onsighted every pitch.
A lm ost all belays are equipped w ith tw o bolts,
and there are in-situ pegs. However, repeating the route
in complete alpine style may prove difficult, as there are
no good bivouac sites in the lower section and collecting
water is difficult.
The two of us also m ade a tw o-day alpine-style
ascent of Eternal Flame on Trango Tower, to the top of the
pillar and junction with the British route (28 pitches) but
didn’t continue to the summit. We climbed the approach
couloir above Trango base camp in the m orning, contin
ued up the eight pitches to Sun Terrace in the afternoon, and after a bivouac reached our high
point in eight hours the following day, negotiating the rock difficulties at 7b and A2.
Elsewhere, Matthias and Karl attem pted The Flame via the American route, Under Fire
(5.10+X A3 M5 AI 4), climbed by Brian McMahon and Josh W harton in 2002. However, bad
conditions prevented them from reaching the summit. They then climbed the normal route on
Great Trango and later made the second known ascent of Trango II (6,327m). Starting early
on August 19 and traveling light, the pair climbed the huge couloir on the southwest flank that
falls from just north of the sum m it to the Trango Glacier close to Shipton base camp. At twothirds height they headed up right through a mixed section to the final sum m it ice field (55°
and M5). The last four pitches proved to be the crux. They reached the sum m it at 2 p.m. and
rappelled and downclimbed their line of ascent partway, before bivouacking for the night. Next
morning they made it back to base camp.
[Editor's note: Trango II was climbed in 1995 by Antonio Aquerreta, Ferman Izco, and
Mikel Zabalza, via the broad snowy southeast ridge above Trango Monk. Jonathan Clearwater,
Jeremy Frimer, and Sam Johnson nearly reached the sum m it in 2005 after their ascent of the
Severance or southwest ridge. It seems likely there could have been other ascents. It is believed
the couloir used by the Austrians has been climbed for at least part of its length before.]
Lastly we two m ade the first ascent of a ca 5,400m tower dubbed Little Shipton. This
is the triangular wall to the right of, and just beyond, Shipton Spire. Despite the uninviting
appearance of the east face, we found perfect steep rock. The central part of the wall overhangs,
and lack of cracks forced us to start toward the right side. After four pitches we traversed right
(crux, 7a+, 1 bolt), to focus on crack systems on the ridge. One crack followed another, and
after some wonderfully enjoyable pitches (mostly 6b) we reached the highest point. We rap
pelled the route using mostly flakes and blocks but placing four bolts. We climbed the 550m,
14-pitch Winds of Change (7a+) alpine style in six hours.
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